sistence, but almost all such studies assume that every patch is equally susceptible to 6 disturbance. We investigated the influence of protecting patches from disturbance on work versus increasing the number of protected patches in the network. We discovered 12 that the optimal tradeoff is dependent upon all of the properties of the system: the 13 species dynamics, the dynamics of the landscape, and the relative costs of each action. 14 A stochastic model and accompanying methodology are provided allowing a manager 15 to determine the optimal policy for small metapopulations. We also provide two ap-16 proximations, including a rule of thumb, for determining the optimal policy for larger 17 metapopulations. The method is illustrated with an example inspired by information 18 for the greater bilby, Macrotis lagotis, inhabiting south-western Queensland, Australia.
Introduction

23
A metapopulation is a collection of interacting subpopulations of the same species, each 24 of which occupies a separate patch of habitat [26, 11, 16, 9] . Habitat loss and frag-25 mentation has created metapopulations where there were once continuous populations. 26 In addition numerous species naturally occupy landscapes of this type, such as wood 27 roaches in fallen logs [22] , fish on coral reefs [19] and parasites on hosts [37] . Hence 28 metapopulation models have become a common paradigm for incorporating some spa- 29 tial structure into population models [9] . A common type of metapopulation model 30 is a presence/absence model, which tracks only whether or not each patch within the 31 metapopulation is occupied. 32 33 Traditional metapopulation models assume that the landscape is static -habitat Local extinction at unprotected, occupied patch (m, n, p) → (m, n − 1, p) en
The parameters of the model are listed in the table below.
129
Parameters e = the rate at which a local population becomes extinct c = the rate at which an empty patch is colonised by an occupied patch s = the rate at which a patch becomes unsuitable for occupancy r = the rate at which a patch recovers to become once again suitable for occupancy M = the total number of patches in the system M u = the number of unprotected patches in the system M p = the number of protected patches in the system
130
To be emphatic, we assumed that protected patches are immune to disturbances; our de- The deterministic approximation of our model, derived from the theory of density-
143
dependent Markov population processes (see [25, 30, 33, 34] ), consists of a system of where e is the local patch extinction rate. evaluated by constructing a matrix Q = (q(i, j), i, j ∈ S M ), where q(i, j) is the rate of is the total rate at which we move out of state i. Then, the probability distribution
180
of the process at time t, p(t), is given by p(t) = p(0) exp(Qt), where p(0) is the initial 181 distribution of the process, and exp is the matrix exponential (see, for example, [28, 23] ).
182
We evaluated the matrix exponential using the mexpv function from EXPOKIT [35] , a unprotected patches [18, 33] .
210
Our goal is to maximise ( N u and N p through ρ u , ρ p and M . This optimisation will be subject to the budgetary populations viability we will always expend the entire budget, so the inequality in the 220 budget constraint becomes an equality. Thus we may express N u as a function of N p :
allowing us to express our objective function as a function of N p only. The optimisation 222 problem is: 
which we wish to maximise. Once again N u can be expressed as a function of N p since 238 we will expend our entire budget B. By differentiating (8) with respect to N p we arrive 239 at a simple rule of thumb: we should protect patches if
otherwise we should create new patches. That is, if the ratio of marginal benefit to 241 marginal cost due to protecting a patch (left-hand side of inequality (9)) is greater than 242 the ratio of marginal benefit to marginal cost due to creating a patch (right-hand side of 243 inequality (9)) then we should protect patches, otherwise we should create more habitat.
244
This may also be rearranged to evaluate the critical cost ratio b u /b p so that the influence 245 of changing costs on the optimal management policy may be investigated.
247
From the above rule of thumb we can determine an explicit approximation for the 248 threshold disturbance rate s * for which the optimal policy changes from patch creation 249 to patch protection (assuming all other rates are unchanged):
where a = −(b p r + b u r + b p e + b u c). For disturbance rates s less than s * we should 251 prioritise patch creation, and for disturbance rates s greater than s * we should prioritise 252 patch protection.
253
Results
254
Investigation of the system for particular values showed that it settled down to something 255 like a deterministic equilibrium (Figures 1 & 2) . However it is not a true equilibrium as 256 the only true equilibrium is extinction of the species. The behaviour exhibited is known 257 as quasistationarity [40, 31] .
258
Case study: the greater bilby
259
We then considered the greater bilby metapopulation described in the introduction. We
260
assumed realistic values for the recovery rate r, the disturbance rate s, the colonisation and translocate species to these patches, the probability of extinction would be reduced there is likely to be a relationship between the cost and the rate of such disturbance.
298
Further research will investigate such issues. With these plausible parameter values we 299 found that the optimal strategy for increasing viability is to construct one new patch The optimal strategy found here is typical for similar budgets and action costs for patches, otherwise we should create more habitat.
330
Deterministic approximation
331
The optimal decision for the bilby population derived from using our deterministic ap-
332
proximation is in agreement with that found using the full stochastic model -create 333 one new patch and protect four of the five patches.
335
We emphasise that care should be taken when using this approximation for small 336 metapopulations, as it only uses the expected number of occupied patches and in no way 337 accounts for stochasticity in the process. This is important as it has been identified that 338 habitat disturbance always increases the variability in patch occupancy dynamics [33] . we know from theory [25, 30, 33, 34] that as the population size increases the deter-345 ministic approximation will become more accurate, and consequently the deterministic 346 approximation presented should provide accurate results for population management in 347 situations where the exact computational approach is infeasible. than averaging this protection amongst all patches (assuming equal cost).
380
Conclusion
381
Our analysis has identified the importance of protected patches on metapopulation 382 viability in a dynamic landscape. In particular, it has identified the significance of 
23
Although some progress can be made in this direction analytically, the formulae so derived are 24 cumbersome and relatively uninformative, so we evaluated the fixed points and determined 25 their stability numerically.
26
The transformation
27
Here we describe the transformation used to map the state space S to a set of the form 
34
We also needed to invert this transformation following computations. To do this we firstly 35 noted that the transformation is of the form y = f 1 (n, m, M u ) + pf 2 (M u ), so that p = y − 1
36
(mod (M u + 1)(M u + 2)/2), and then j = y − p(M u + 1)(M u + 2)/2 is sufficient to determine 37 m, n ∈ {0 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ M u }. We did this by checking successive possible values of n, and 38 subsequently found m. 
